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Ladjes on the Couchis one .of the few two women shows
dealing with homosexuality currently running An.Ywhere. Using
comical sketches, a couple of guitars and a couch, they open up the
audience to hear .their biting message.

With their satirical strength,

they explore issues such as discrimination, family confrontation, and
romantic relationships between same sex couples.

" .....
this is a play that offers more honey than vinegar, and in doing
that makes a controversial subject a little easier to swallow."
-Maura Troester
The Reader Chicago, Il....

For information call Susan or Kari

@

(312)

935-6271

BIO'S

KARI FINN studied Theater Arts at Columbia University. She's also
a graduate of the Second City Training Center.. She's a self taught
guitarist and all around cutie.. She's written and directed several
short films, which have been shown at various festivals. She's a
Lady on the Couch, which is currently running at the Annoyance
Theater in Chicago ..

SUSAN HOWARD graduated with a BFA in theater from the Tisch
School of the Arts, Circle in the Square Studio, at New York
University.. She spent a season working at Saturday Night Live.. Her
play entitled Shh ... what Will the Neighbors Think? was just produced
at the Center Theater Studio in Chicago. Susan is a recent graduate of
the Second City Training Center. She is also a Lady on the Couch ..

SUSAN MESSING (the Director) graduated with a BS in speech
from Northwestern University..
She has studied and performed with
Improv Olympia's "Blue Velveeta", is a graduate of Second City's
Training Center, and Theater Works .. Susan is a very active member
of Metraform's Annoyance Theater..

